Experts discuss what went wrong with
Texas power grid
23 February 2021, by Kelsey Simpkins
temperatures than they've seen in 100 years in
some places. This extreme weather has had a
compounding impact on the power system and the
natural gas system, which are operated by
separate entities and in very different ways. There
were supply issues: The natural gas network wasn't
able to get power plants enough gas so that they
could burn and make it power. And there were
operational issues for the coal plants, nuclear
plants and wind turbines that were not winterized
and couldn't withstand these cold temperatures.
The issue is that all of these plants failed at the
same time. If only a couple of them had failed,
there would have been enough power to supply the
Texan grid.
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What are "rolling blackouts" and why did Texas
use them?
On Feb. 13, a severe winter storm swept across
Texas and nearby southern states, bringing subzero temperatures and snowfall as far south as the
border with Mexico. The polar air that descended
on Texas lasted many days, leading to a statewide
crisis as energy grids failed to supply enough
power, fuels froze and water pipes burst.

Baker: Rolling blackouts refer to the utility or grid
operator successively cutting off power to particular
regions of the grid. They work in the sense that
they reduce the overall demand that the power
system has to supply, but it's a bit of a brute force
approach. A better approach to reduce demand
would be to consistently conserve across the entire
grid, but this is challenging to do on a large scale
because it requires significant participation from a
significant number of people.

Without heat and power, millions of Texans
endured life-threatening conditions and at least 58
people across the U.S. have died as a result of the
storm.
Hodge: Rolling blackout means you're turning off
the power supply to certain areas but you're doing it
Energy grid experts Kyri Baker, assistant professor in a staggered manner so that you can still supply
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some power to people without turning off power for
Engineering, and Bri-Mathias Hodge, associate
everybody. If Texas hadn't done those rolling
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blackouts, then the entire grid would have
Engineering—both Fellows of the Renewable and collapsed and no one would have had power. If
Sustainable Energy Institute (RASEI)—answered your entire grid turns off, it is very, very difficult to
some questions for CU Boulder Today.
turn it back on.
What happened to the power grid in Texas last
week?

Texas operates its own power grid mostly in
isolation from other states. How is this different
from other states' energy grids?

Hodge: Texans saw higher snowfalls and lower
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Baker: Most other states in the contiguous U.S. are centralized sources of generation.
much more interconnected than Texas is. This
means that during extreme weather situations, or if What can we learn from this significant power
a power plant in one state can't operate, that state failure to prevent situations like this from
can generally pull power in from its neighbors to
happening again?
help out. However, if there's a large-scale cold front
or heat wave, for instance, many states in that area Baker: Winterizing energy infrastructure obviously
may be affected by similar strains on generation.
results in increased costs, but these extreme
It's unclear how much the neighboring states of
weather events are going to become more and
Texas could have supplied during these cold
more common and it will likely be worth the
temperatures, even if Texas was more connected investment. Hot temperatures also pose many
to them, but it likely wouldn't have hurt.
problems for thermoelectric power plants that rely
on large quantities of water for cooling and
Did the Texas grid fail due to renewable energy producing steam, like coal and nuclear plants. More
energy storage and demand flexibility will also be
sources like frozen wind turbines?
key to helping prevent future blackouts.
Baker: Most of the affected generation was related
to fossil fuel plants, especially natural gas. Frozen Hodge: In our planning for power systems, we have
wind turbines only had a relatively small impact on to start anticipating that we will see more events
the lack of power generation and do not accurately like this, and we need to plan for those to happen.
describe an extremely complex and nuanced series We need to start building the uncertainty that
of events and factors that occurred.
climate change induces into all these power system
planning models. We also need to start better
Hodge: In Texas, they don't weatherize their natural valuing the ability to provide service in times when
gas plants and they also don't tend to have blade others can't—putting a higher price on the reliability
de-icers on their wind turbines but this is a very
and resilience of the grid. You might pay a little bit
common technology used in colder places like
more every day so that when an event like this
Minnesota and Finland. There were some wind
happens, you still have uninterrupted power.
turbines in Texas that had what is known as "blade
icing events" where ice builds up on the blades of
the turbine and then they can't turn. But there was
Provided by University of Colorado at Boulder
actually quite a bit of wind power being produced
during these times.
Could renewable energy sources actually help
keep the power on in future weather crises?
Baker: Renewable energy sources generally don't
rely on fuel, so they're not going to be affected by
pipelines freezing or getting damaged. Solar panels
can work in very cold temperatures, which is why
we're considering them as a potential energy
source on Mars which gets below -100 Fahrenheit!
Wind can produce in both hot and cold
temperatures. In weather events where power lines
are damaged, renewables can potentially help even
further because things like rooftop solar are local
sources of power. Renewable energy like wind and
solar really have significant benefits under extreme
temperatures and can safely be both local and
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